MEG response to median nerve stimulation correlates with recovery of sensory and motor function after stroke.
Hemiparesis due to damage by stroke in primary motor cortex (MI) or its underlying projections presents a problem for functional neuroimaging technologies that attempt to evaluate the neurophysiological basis for restoration of motor function. Traditional assessments of MI function require patients to move their fingers, hands, or limbs, which can be either impossible or markedly compromised after stroke. We recently demonstrated in normal subjects that magnetoencephalography (MEG), a non-invasive neuromagnetic functional imaging technique, detects neuronal response elicited by electrical median nerve stimulation in MI, as well as primary somatosensory cortex (SI). In the present study, we used the MEG response from median nerve stimulation to investigate the recovery of primary motor and somatosensory in acute ischemic stroke patients. Twelve patients with unilateral ischemic strokes that affected sensorimotor functions of their hand were studied in the acute stage (4.4+/-1.2 days, mean+/-SD) and during a 1-month follow-up (38.6+/-5.6 days, except for one patient's follow-up done 6 month after stroke). Among the multiple cortical sources localized after median nerve stimulation, one source localized to SI and another localized to the vicinity of MI. Changes in the source strengths of the first component post-stimulus of MI and SI correlated with the extent of recovery of sensorimotor functions as determined by neurological exams. This study provides a novel way of indirectly assessing MI function using MEG during the acute stroke phase, when many patients often cannot perform motor tasks due to paralysis.